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A number of recent UK cases have discussed the issue of the
burden of proof in carriage of goods under the Hague Rules.
MT “CAPE BONNY” (High Court 04.12.2017)
Volcafe Ltd v CSAV (Supreme Court 04.10.2018)
MV “CMA CGM LIBRA” (High Court 8.3.2019)

Under the common law the delivery of goods for carriage by sea
is a bailment for reward on the terms of the bill of lading.
Bailment is a transfer of possession giving rise to a legal
relationship between the bailor and the bailee which is
independent of contract, although in practice it is commonly
contractual.
The bailee of goods is not an insurer, so that his duty is limited
to taking reasonable care of the goods.
If the damage to the cargo is established, the bailee bears the
legal burden of proving the absence of negligence.

The rationale for the rule is that because the bailee is in
possession of the goods it may be difficult or impossible for
anyone else to account for the loss or damage sustained by
them.
Not surprisingly, the burden of the bailee under common law is
similar to the burden of a depositary under civil law to justify his
inability to deliver the goods in the condition in which he
received.

Under the Hague Rules the Carrier before and at the beginning
of the voyage must exercise due diligence to make the ship
seaworthy (art. III.1).
The carrier is not liable for loss or damage arising or resulting
from unseaworthiness unless caused by want of due diligence
on his part to make the ship seaworthy and if loss or damage
has resulted from unseaworthiness the burden of proving the
exercise of due diligence is on the Carrier (art. IV.1)

The burden lies on the Cargo Interests to establish that:
(i)

the vessel was unseaworthy (i.e. existence of the
circumstance); and

(ii) that such unseaworthiness caused the damage (i.e.
causation).
Only if those matters are established than the burden lies on the
Carrier to establish that due diligence was exercised to make
the vessel seaworthy.

The duty of due diligence imposed by the Hague Rules is due
diligence in the work itself by the Carrier and his servants or
agents or independent contractors whom he employs or
engages in the task of making the ship seaworthy. The
obligation of seaworthiness statute is personal and nondelegable.
Art. III.1 is not subject to art. IV list of excepted perils so that if
there is a causative breach of the seaworthiness obligation:
(i)

the Carrier is not exonerated if the breach was committed
by the Master or crew;
(ii) the fact that a concurring cause of the subsequent casualty
is also negligent navigation does not exonerate the Carrier
from liability
(The Cma Cgm Libra).

Carriers owe a duty to ensure the safe and efficient
management of their vessels and such duty cannot be
discharged by relying upon the master or crew to exercise their
own duty to ensure the safe and efficient management of their
vessel (The Cape Bonny).
Having a proper Safety Management System in place is of help
in establishing the exercise of due diligence, but in order to
comply with Article III.1 it must be shown that servants or agents
(including the Master and crew) relied upon to make the ship
seaworthy before and at the beginning of the voyage have
exercised due diligence (The Cma Cgm Libra).

Under the Hague Rules subject to the provisions of art. IV, the
Carrier must properly and carefully load, handle, stow, carry,
keep, care for, and discharge the goods carried (art. III.2).
Where cargo is shipped in apparent good order and condition
but is discharged damaged the Carrier bears the burden of
proving that was not due to its breach of the obligation in article
III.2, so that he can show:
(i)

either that the damage occurred without fault in the various
respects covered by article III.2; or

(ii) that it was caused by an excepted peril.

But does the Carrier needs to prove that he properly and
carefully discharged his obligations under art. III.2 in order to
rely on one of the excepted perils?
The traditional view was that excepted perils are an exception,
whilst Carrier’s fault or negligence is an exception to an
exception, so that if the Carrier proves that the loss or damage
was caused by an excepted peril, the burden of proving that the
Carrier’s breach of art. III.2 caused the event is on the Cargo
interests.

This approach has been rejected by the UK Supreme Court
(Volcafe): Hague Rules have not the effect to alter the burden of
proof of the bailee/Carrier: art. III.2 is expressly subject to art. IV
and a number of the exceptions in article IV cover negligent acts
or omissions of the carrier which would otherwise constitute
breaches of article III.2 (e.g. lett. q), so
“It would be incoherent for the law to impose the burden of
proving the same fact on the carrier for the purposes of article IV
but on the cargo owner for the purposes of article III.2”.
(Volcafe)

Under the new approach, the focus is on the issue of causation:
“if an exception is subject to an exception for cases where it was
avoidable by the exercise of due care, then the issue must
ultimately be one of causation … the burden of proving facts
bringing the carrier within the exception … must extend not just
to the question whether the sea conditions were perilous (NDR
existence of the circumstance) but also to the question
whether that was the effective cause of the damage (NDR
causation) .”
(Volcafe)

As a result, for the inherent vice excepted peril (art. IV.2 lett. m)
“if the carrier could and should have taken precautions which
would have prevented some inherent characteristic of the cargo
from resulting in damage, that characteristic is not inherent vice.
Accordingly, in order to be able to rely on the exception … the
carrier must show either that he took reasonable care of the
cargo but the damage occurred nonetheless; or else that
whatever reasonable steps might have been taken to protect the
cargo from damage would have failed”. (Volcafe)
The standard of care by reference to which the exception for
inherent vice is to be assessed may depend on the nature of the
service contracted for and the treatment which the contract
authorised or required.

The new approach does not apply to unseaworthiness:
“The Supreme Court held that … the carrier bore the legal
burden of proving that there had been no breach of Article III r.2
or that the damage in question had been caused by one of the
exceptions in Article IV r.2(a). However, the present case is
concerned with Article III r.1. … Article IV r.1 provides that where
loss or damage results from unseaworthiness the burden of
proving the exercise of due diligence shall be on the carrier.
Thus it deals with the burden of proof for the purposes of Article
III r.1. It is implicit in Article IV r.1 that the burden of proving
causative unseaworthiness must lie upon the cargo owner. In
my judgment the conventional view as to the burden of proof
remains good law.” (The Cma Cgm Libra)

The new approach defines the burden of proof in a manner
which is very close to the Hamburg Rules, where the Carrier is
liable for loss resulting from loss of or damage to the goods if
the occurrence which caused the loss or damage took place
while the goods were in his charge, unless the Carrier proves
that he, his servants or agents took all measures that could
reasonably be required to avoid the occurrence and its
consequences (art. 5).
However, Hamburg Rules do not distinguish damage caused by
unseaworthiness and only mention fire as an excepted peril, for
which the Carrier is liable only if the Claimant proves that the fire
arose from fault or neglect on the part of the carrier, his servants
or agents.

Under the Rotterdam Rules the burden of proof is described on
terms very close to the one used by the Supreme Court in
Volcafe, since the Carrier is relieved of its liability if he proves
that the cause of the loss, damage, is not attributable to his
fault; or, alternatively to proving the absence of fault, if he
proves that one or more excepted perils caused the loss or the
damage (art. 17).
However, in such case under art. 17 the Carrier is still liable
(a) if the Claimant proves that the fault of the Carrier caused
event or circumstance on which the Carrier relies; or
(b) if the Claimant proves that an event or circumstance
listed as an excepted peril contributed to the damage, and
Carrier cannot prove that this event or circumstance is
attributable to his fault.
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So, the Rotterdam Rules seem to adopt the distinction between
the case where absence of fault is part of the test for the
exception and the case where it is an exception to the exception
(i.e. the old approach rejected by the UK Supreme Court in
Volcafe).
Yet also under the Rotterdam Rules the Carrier has the burden
of proving that the excepted peril caused the loss, i.e. not only
the existence of the excepted circumstance, but also its
causative effect; and if proper care would have avoided the loss,
under the reasoning of Volcafe the excepted circumstance is not
the true cause of the damage.

Under the Rotterdam Rules the Shipper must deliver the goods
in such condition that they will withstand the intended carriage
(art. 27) and the Carrier and the Shipper must respond to
requests from each other to provide information and instructions
required for the proper handling and carriage of the goods if the
information is in the requested party’s possession or the
instructions are within the requested party’s reasonable ability to
provide and they are not otherwise reasonably available to the
requesting party (art. 28), but the Shipper must provide to the
carrier in a timely manner such information and instructions
relating to the goods that are not otherwise reasonably available
to the Carrier, and that are reasonably necessary for the proper
handling and carriage of the goods, including precautions to be
taken by the Carrier (art. 29).

As a result, under the Rotterdam Rules the standard of care by
reference to which the exception for inherent vice is to be
assessed may depend also on whether the Shipper passed on
to the Carrier proper information concerning the special
characteristics of the goods ( i.e. not otherwise reasonably
available to the Carrier) which are relevant to proper handling
and carriage of the goods, which seems to be correct also under
the new approach of the UK Supreme Court under Hague
Rules.
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